
Our growing company is hiring for a cloud enterprise architect. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for cloud enterprise architect

Support and take responsibility for Cloud Infrastructure Service Architecture
Support and ensure close adherence to the Sainsbury’s Architecture, Data &
Strategy Team in developing and communicating an IT Strategy and
Sainsbury’s D&T Roadmap
Be a recognised Cloud Infrastructure Architect
Maintain an up-to-date understanding of the main technology base, and a
general understanding of the other technology bases which together form
the overall technical direction for Public and Private Cloud
Keep abreast with developments in the IT industry and retail market space to
ensure that the architectures are kept in line with industry standards and only
deviate for commercial benefit
Have a proven track record as a recognised domain architect on major public
cloud programs of work
Have demonstrable experience of delivering IT systems in both traditional
Waterfall and Agile environments
Have demonstrable experience in IT Industry standards, services, design,
architecture principles design, architecture views and viewpoint design,
building block design, solutions modelling and systems behaviour
Have demonstrable experience of IT Architecture including the development
(and ensuring adherence to) Architecture principles and standards
Have recognised Professional Certification such as Cloud Architect (AWS,
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Qualifications for cloud enterprise architect

Skill appraisal (optional) (Requirements on the standardized test score of
related professional skills, , 60 points for C++)
Professional certifications from third parties (optional) (Requirements on
professional titles, such as PMP, Cisco Certified Network Associate, and CPA)
Professional knowledge -Have the insight of the current situation and
developing trend of enterprise communication industry
Proficient in SIP, H.323, HTTP and other protocols, proficient in real-time
audio and video communication product architecture design methods and
technologies, good at micro service, OpenStack, and VMware
Sound knowledge of the construction of ecosystem and key technologis
Required professional skills) Familiar with enterprise communication products,
familiar with cloud related technologies


